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Abstract 
In the present paper we address two maximization problems: the maximization ofexpected 
total utility from consumption and the maximization ofexpected utility from terminal wealth. 
The price process of the available financial assets is assumed to satisfy a system of functional 
stochastic differential equations. The difference between this paper and the existing papers on 
the same subject is that here we require the consumption and investment processes to be 
adapted to the natural filtration of the price processes. This requirement means that the only 
available information for agents in this economy at a certain time are the prices of the financial 
assets up to that time. The underlying Brownian motion and the drift process in the system of 
equations for the asset prices are not directly observable. Particular details will be worked out 
for the "Bayesian" example, when the dispersion coefficient is a fixed invertible matrix and the 
drift vector is an Fo-measurable, unobserved random variable with known distribution. 
Keywords: Security price process; Stochastic differential equation; Investment and consump- 
tion; Utility maximization 
1. Introduction 
A financial market model is formulated in this paper with d + 1 assets, one bond 
and d stocks. The price of the bond is assumed to be 1 over the entire continuous 
time-horizon [0, T ], where T is a fixed, finite terminal time, and the d-dimensional 
price process X of the stocks is assumed to satisfy a system of functional stochastic 
differential equations. The price process X, the d-dimensional Brownian motion 
w appearing in the system of stochastic differential equations for X, the drift vector, 
and the dispersion matrix are all adapted to a fixed filtration F. 
We consider two related maximization problems here: one is the maximization of 
expected total utility from consumption, and the other is the maximization of 
expected utility from terminal wealth. The contribution of the present paper com- 
pared to the existing literature is that we require the consumption and investment 
processes to be adapted to the natural filtration of the stock price process X, which is 
usually smaller than F. In this framework, an agent in the economy can observe the 
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prices only; the Brownian motion and the drift coefficient are not directly observable. 
This is quite realistic since the drift vector and w are fictitious mathematical objects, 
and certainly not directly observable to agents in the economy. However, in our 
model the dispersion matrix will be observable since it is assumed to be adapted to the 
natural filtration of X. 
In previous works the consumption and investment processes are adapted to F which 
is generated by w (complete markets), or generated by w and by some additional 
Brownian motions (incomplete markets). However, in both cases the Brownian motions 
generating F are assumed to be observable. We use the terminology that in this case full 
information isavailable to agents in the economy. In our problem, when only the prices 
are observable, we use the terminology that agents have partial information. 
The solution to the utility maximization problem with full information is available 
in the literature. For the case of complete markets we refer to Cox et al. (1985), Cox 
and Huang (1989), Karatzas et al. (1987), Duffle and Zame (1989), Karatzas et al. 
(1991), and Ocone and Karatzas (1991). For the case of incomplete markets we refer to 
Karatzas et al. (1991) and He and Pearson (1991). 
In the rest of this introduction we give an outline of the paper. In Section 2, we write 
down the exact assumptions on the price process X and give some examples. Our 
assumptions guarantee the existence of a probability measure/~, equivalent to the 
original measure P, such that X is a d-dimensional P-local martingale with respect o 
the filtration F. In Section 3, we define the admissible consumption/investment pairs, 
list our conditions on the utility functions, and pose the expected total utility from 
consumption maximization problem. The utility function has the form U(co, t, c) and it 
quantifies the utility an agent gains by consuming at the rate c at time t when the state 
of the world is co e f2. In Section 4 some crucial technical results are presented. 
In Section 5, we show that the solution of the optimization problem posed in 
Section 3 is unique, and give an explicit formula for the optimal consumption process. 
At this level of generality we do not have an explicit formula for the optimal 
investment process, but offer an equation by which it is uniquely determined. 
In Section 6, we pose the expected utility from terminal wealth maximization 
problem, show that it has a unique solution, and present an explicit formula for the 
optimal evel of terminal wealth. Again, at this level of generality we have no explicit 
formula for the optimal investment process but present an equation by which it is 
uniquely determined. 
In the formulae for the optimal consumption process and for the optimal evel of 
terminal wealth, the process ~ enters in a prominent fashion, where ~(t) is the 
conditional expectation of the Radon-Nicodym derivative dP/dP with respect o the 
available information to the agents at time t. In Section 7, we give several explicit 
representations for ~(t) assuming that the system of stochastic differential equations 
for X is a special case of the one postulated in Section 2. In particular, we assume in 
this section that the dispersion coefficient is a fixed invertible matrix, and the drift 
vector is an Fo-measurable d-dimensional random variable with known distribution. 
This can be regarded as a Bayesian problem. 
In Section 8, we keep the assumptions ofthe previous ection, and also suppose that 
the utility function is given by log c. In this case we can give explicit representations to 
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the optimal investment processes of both maximization problems, and to the corres- 
ponding wealth processes. One can derive from these results the already known 
formulae for the case of full information by assuming that the distribution of the drift 
vector is degenerate. Further specialization occurs when d = 1 and the drift coefficient 
follows a one-dimensional normal distribution with known mean and variance. This is 
exactly the problem addressed by Browne and Whitt (1994) and we specialize our 
explicit formulae to this situation. 
In Section 9, we give another example when the conditions of the main theorems are 
satisfied. Here we still assume that the system of stochastic differential equations for 
X is the one described in Section 7 (the Bayesian case), and the utility function is given 
by a discount process multiplied by c" where r/e (0, 1) is a fixed constant. Finally, in 
the appendix, we prove some purely technical lemmas needed in Section 7. 
2. Security price processes 
Let (f2, o~, P) a probability triplet and F = {Ft; 0 ~< t <~ T } a filtration in ~- satisfy- 
ing the usual conditions (augmented and right continuous). The terminal time T < 
is a fixed constant. In our model of the financial market here are d risky securities 
(stocks) and a bond available for trading. The bond is assumed to have price unity 
over the entire time-horizon [-0, T ], and the price process of the stocks is denoted by 
{X(t) = (Xl(t), ...,Xa(t))*; 0 ~< t ~< T } (* denotes transposition), where X is an F- 
adapted process atisfying the system of functional stochastic integral equations 
f' Xi(t) = xi + Ai(o~,u,X)du + Dij(u,X)dwj(t), i = 1, ...,d, (2.1) 
O j= l  
where x = (xl, ..., xd)* is a fixed vector. Assumptions on the ingredients of (2.1) will be 
spelled out below. The process w is a standard, d-dimensional Brownian motion under 
the probabilty measure P and with respect to the filtration F (we specify the filtration 
and the probability measure here because later in the paper another filtration and 
probability measure will be defined). 
In order to write down our assumptions on A =(A1,...,Ad)* and 
D = (D i j ) i , j  = 1 . . . . .  d we need some notations. Let Cd[0, T]  be the class of continuous 
mappings from [0, T ] to R a, and ~u be the coordinate mapping from C a [0, T ] to ~d, 
i.e., ~u(f) =f(u)  forfE Ca[O, T]  and u ~ [0, T]. Let Bt be the a-field generated by the 
class of mappings {¢,; O<~u<~t}. Let A: f2x[O,T]xCd[O,T]~- -~R d and 
D: [0, T]  × Cd[0, T]  ~ R a×a be measurable mappings uch that A( ' , t , . )  is Ft ® Bt- 
measurable and D(t,') is Bt-measurable for every t e [0, T], and they satisfy the 
forthcoming Assumptions 2.1-2.3. 
Assumption 2.1. For every fe  Cd[0, T] the mapping t ~-~ D(t,f) is LCRL (left- 
continuous with finite right limits) on [0, T ] and the following Lipschitz condition 
holds: there exists a constant K > 0 such that for every f, # e Cn[0, T]  
I jD ( t , f ) -  D(t,9)ll < K sup I l f (u) -  9(u)H, te  [0, T]. (2.2) 
O<~u<~t 
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The norm in the left and right-hand side of (2.2) is the Euclidean orm in R a ×a and R a, 
respectively. 
We do not assume that X is the unique solution of (2.1). The system may have more 
than one solutions and X may be one of them. We denote by ~ the measurable, 
adapted -dimensional process 
~(o~, t) = 0~(t) = A(co, t, X(~o)), 
and by 6 the measurable, adapted, Ra × a-valued process 
6(4 ¢o) = 6(t) = O(t, X (¢o)). 
The process 6has LCRL paths. The assumption that X satisfies (2.1) means, in a more 
rigorous form, that 
rol~fft)ldt < ~ a.s., 
r ll 6(011 < ~,  a.s., 2 dt 
and 
i = 1, ... ,d, (2.3) 
j= l  
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Assumption 2.2. For every (co, t) e f2 × [0, T] ,  rank(6(c0, t)) = rank(6(co, t+))  = d. 
We denote by 6-~(t) the inverse of 6(0. We did not assume that rank(D(t,f)) = 
rank(D (t + , f ) )  = d for everyfe C d [0, T ]. This would be too restrictive for Examples 
2.4 and 2.5. Of course this condition would be sufficient to guarantee that Assumption 
2.2 holds. 
Assumption 2.3. We suppose that 
ro ll6-1(t)ot(t)ll2dt < oo a.s., (2.6) 
and the positive local martingale Z defined by 
t a l l  l f l  ~(u)~(u)]12du} (2.7) Z(t) = exp - Y" (6- l(u)~(u))i dwffu) - ~ II 6- 
l i=1  
is actually a martingale (with respect to the filtration F and the probability measure P). 
In (2.7) the expression (6-1(u)~(u))i is a notation for the ith entry of the vector 
6-1(u)~(u). If the process 6-1~ is bounded then Assumption 2.3 certainly holds. 
However, assuming boundedness of 6-1 ~ would be too restrictive to include Exam- 
ples 2.5 and 2.7. 
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Example 2.4. Let X be the unique solution of the system of stochastic integral 
equations 
Xi(t) = xi + fl mi(u)Xi(u)du + ~ fi 6ij(u)Xi(u)dwj(u), i= l . . . . .  d, (2.8) 
j= l  
where m = (ml, ...,rod)* is a measurable, F-adapted, bounded process, and a = 
(trij)i,j= 1 . . . . .  d is a (deterministic) LCRL mapping from [0, T ]  to R d×a such that 
rank(a(t)) = rank(a(t+)) = d. By Karatzas and Shreve (1988, Problem 5.6.15) Eq. 
(2.8) indeed has a unique solution with positive paths. It is easy to check that 
Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, and Assumption 2.3 follows since tr -~ is LCRL thus 
bounded. 
Example 2.5. Let tr be a mapping from [0, T ] to ~d × d satisfying the same conditions 
as in Example 2.4, /~ = (/tl .... ,/~d)* be an Fo-measurable, d-dimensional random 
variable, and X = (XI,..., Xd)* be the unique solution of the stochastic differential 
equation 
Xi(t)=xi+~i#iXi(u)du+ ~ flaij(u)Xi(ujdwi(u ), i=1  .... ,d. (2.9} 
j= l  
Assumption 2.1 holds because of the boundedness of a, and Protter (1990, Theorem 
II.8.36) guarantees that (2.9) has indeed a unique solution and the components of the 
solution have positive paths. Assumption 2.2 follows from the positivity of X~. Finally, 
to show that Assumption 2.3 holds it is sufficient o verify that 
j= l  i=1 
'f }l 2 H a-  l(u)/~ H2 du = 1. (2.10) 
(Z, F) is a positive local martingale, thus by Fatou's lemma a supermartingale, so 
E[Z(T)] ~< 1. The random variable p is Fo-measurable thus independent of the 
Brownian motion w; therefore 
E[Z(T)]t~=2]=EIexp{-~ 2j~ ff(a-l(u))ijdwi(u) 
j= l  i=1 
1F 2 Ha-l(u)2jl2du = 1 (2.11) 
for P o p-1_almost every 2 ~ •d, and (2.10) now follows. The second identity of (2.11) 
follows from Novikov's condition (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, Corollary 3.5.13). 
A special case of this example has been studied by Browne and Whitt (1994), assuming 
that d = 1, p follows a normal distribution and the utility function is logarithmic. 
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Example 2.6. Let X be given by 
x,(t)=x,+ fl m,(u)du +Z fl a,j(u)dwj(u), 
j= l  
where m and a are the same as in Example 2.4. 
i=  1 . . . . .  d, (2.12) 
Example 2.7. Let X be given by 
Xi(t) = xi + pit + ~ I t aij(u)dwj(u), i= 1, ...,d, (2.13) 
j= l  dO 
where/z and tr are the same as in Examples 2.5 and 2.4, respectively. It can be shown 
that this example satisfies Assumption 2.3, similar to Example 2.5. 
3. Consumption and investment processes 
Let {Gt; 0 ~< t ~< T } be the augmented natural filtration of X. In the present paper 
we require the consumption and investment processes to be adapted to G. This means 
that the only observation at time t is the price of the stocks up to that time. Neither 
{w(u); 0 ~< u ~< t} nor {~(u); 0 ~< 0 ~< t} can be directly observed. However, the process 
6 and its inverse 6-1 are adapted to G (Lemma A.3), so these are observable. 
Definition 3.1. A [0, oo)-valued, measurable, G-adapted process c is called a consump- 
tion process if 
ro c(u)du < oo a.s. (3.1) 
Definition 3.2. A d-dimensional, measurable, G-adapted process n is called an invest- 
ment process if 
ro lln*(u)6(u)HZdu < oo a.s. (3.2) 
The quantity c(t) represents he rate of consumption at time t, and hi(t) represents 
the number of shares of the ith stock held by an agent at time t. 
If n is an investment process then (2.6), (3.2), and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
imply that 
f]ln*(u)o~(u)l < oo. (3.3) du 
The wealth process corresponding to the consumption/investment pair(c, n) is 
VC'~(t) = v + n*(u)~(u)du + (n*(u)6(u))jdwj(u) - c(u)du, (3.4) 
j=O 
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where v >/0 is the fixed initial capital. We refer to Karatzas et al. (1987) for a deriva- 
tion of (3.4). By (3.3) and (3.2) the wealth process is well-defined. 
Definition 3.3. A consumption/investment 
capital v ~ [0, oo)) if VC'~(t)>>, O, a.s., for 
admissible consumption/investment pairs 
pair(c, rr) is called admissible (for the initial 
every t e [0, T]. We denote the class of 
by ~¢~ (v). 
In the next definition we introduce the concept of utility functions. 
Definition 3.4. An ~- ® ~([0, T] )  ® ~([0, oo) ) /~(~ { - oo}) measurable mapping 
U :f2 x [0, T]  x [0, oo) ~ I/~ u { -  oo} (3.5) 
is called a utility function if the following three conditions hold: 
(i) For every (co, t)e f2 x [0, T]  the function U(co, t,') is finite and continuously 
differentiable on (0, oo), and the function c ~ OU(co, t, c)/dc is strictly decreasing on 
(0, oo), and 
lim __O U(co, t,c) = 0. (3.6) 
(ii) For every (t, c) e [0, T] x [0, oo) the random variable U(-, t, c) is Gt-measur- 
able. 
(iii) There exists a constant E > 0 such that 
EIfroU-(co, t,~)dtl<oo (3.7) 
and 
E[U-(co, T,E)] < oo, (3.8) 
where U-(co, t, c) = -U(co, t, c) if U(co, t, c) < 0 and U-  (co, t, c) = 0 otherwise. 
The above definition implies that if U is a utility function then for every (co, t) e O x 
[0, T]  the function U(co, t,.) is strictly increasing and strictly concave, and 
OU( ,  t, c)/3c is Gt-measurable for every (t, c) e [0, T ] x (0, oo). The quantity U(co, t, c) 
expresses the amount of utility an agent gains by consuming at the rate c at time t. 
Condition (ii) guarantees that the agent expresses his/her utility at time t based on the 
available information at that time. Examples include 
Ul(co, t,c) = 7(co, t)logc (3.9) 
and 
U2(co, t, c) = 7(09, t)c n, (3.10) 
where V is a measurable, G-adapted, strictly positive discount process, and t/e (0, 1) 
a constant. 
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The expected total utility from consumption maximization problem is the follow- 
ing: 
E[froU(~o,t,c(t))dt] over (c,x)e~Cl(V) (3.11) maximize 
under the additional constraint 
E U-(co, t,c(t))dt < 0o. (3.12) 
0 
We call a consumption process goptimal for the problem (3.11)-(3.12) if there exists 
an investment process ~ such that (g, if) is optimal. Similarly, we call an investment 
process ff optimal for the problem if there exists a consumption process g such that 
(~,~) is optimal for (3.11)-(3.12). Finally, if (g,r~) is optimal then we call V e'e the 
optimal wealth process. 
4. The filtration generated by the stock prices 
We introduce the auxiliary probability measure P by 
dP 
dP Z(T) ,  (4.1) 
where Z is defined in (2.7). In the solution of the optimal consumption/investment 
probiem with full information the process Z and the probability measure P was 
essential (Cox and Huang 1989; Karatzas et al. 1987; or Karatzas et al. 1991). In our 
case of restricted information we have to project Z(t) to the available information, so 
we define 
~(t) = E [Z(t) I Gt] = E [E [Z(T) I  Ft] I G,] = E [Z(T ) I  G,]. (4 .2 )  
After taking the appropriate modification, the process ((, G) becomes a P-martingale 
with RCLL (right continuous with finite left-hand limits) paths. We denote by/~ the 
expectation corresponding to the probability measure P and note that for any 
Gt-measurable random variable L 
/~]-L] = E[((t )L] ,  t ~ [0, T],  
in the sense that if one of the above expectations exists then the other also exists, and 
they are equal. 
We also introduce the d-dimensional process ~ by 
~t 
~v(t) = w(t) + Jo 6-l(u)~t(u)du, (4.3) 
which is a Brownian motion under the probability measure 15 with respect o the 
filtration F (Karatzas and Shreve, 1988, Girsanov's Theorem). We can write (2.5) in 
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the form 
Xi(t) = xi + ~ I t ~q(u)d@j(u), i=  1, (4.4) 
j=!  J0 
thus X is a d-dimensional P-local martingale with respect to both filtrations F and G. 
The following theorem will be essential in solving the optimization problem. In the 
proof we shall use the fact that stochastic integrals with continuous integrator are 
invariant if computed under a smaller filtration, as long as both the integrand and the 
integrator are adapted to the smaller filtration which satisfies the usual conditions. 
Proposition 4.1. The filtration G is the augmented natural filtration of ~, and (~, G) is 
a P-Brownian motion. The filtration G is continuous. 
Proof. Let f be the augmented natural filtration of ~ and Gt = G,+, d = {dr; 
0 ~< t <~ T }. These notations are tentative in this proof since we are showing that these 
two filtrations are identical to G. We note that ff is continuous (Karatzas and Shreve, 
1988, Corollary 2.7.8). First we shall show that ff = G. 
By its definition d satisfies the usual conditions. Since the process 6-~ has LCRL 
paths and is adapted to G, one can easily derive from (4.4) the identity 
I' (6-1(u))ijdX~ (u) = ~i(u), i= 1,...,d, (4.5) 
j= l  J0 
which implies that ff~ c G, since the stochastic integral on the left-hand side of (4.5) is 
G-adapted. In order to show the reverse inclusion we consider the system of stochastic 
differential equations 
Yi(t) = xi + Du(u, Y)d~j(u), i = 1 .... ,d. (4.6) 
j= l  
By Protter (1990, Theorem V.3.7), (4.6) has a unique solution which is/V-adapted. By 
(4.4) X is a solution of (4.6), so X must be if-adapted thus Gt ~ fit- The continuity of 
P implies that d~ ___ ft also holds, thus Gt = Pt and d is continuous. From the 
definition of G follows that Gt - = Gt-, which, together with the continuity of G, imply 
that 
G,_ =d,_  =(~,= G,+, 
hence the proof is complete. [] 
A consequence of the above proposition is the following: 
Proposition 4.2. I f  (M, G) is a real-valued P-local martingale with RCLL paths then 
there exists an investment process rt such that 
M, = Mo + ~ I t (n*(u)f(u))jd~j(u). (4.7) 
j= l  dO 
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Proof. By the representation theorem for Brownian motion (Karatzas and Shreve, 
1988, Problem 3.4.17) there exists a G-adapted -dimensional process 0 such that 
or ll O(u)II < ov (4.8) 2 du 
and M has the representation 
M, = Mo + ~ t t Oj(u)d~j(u). (4.9) 
1=1 30 
We define 
7~(U) = (~ - 1 (U))* O(U), (4.10) 
which is indeed an investment process by (4.8), and (4.7) follows. [] 
We can write the wealth equation (3.4) in the form 
VC'~(t) = v + ~ f l  (Tr*(u)6(u))jd~j(u) - f l  c(u)du, (4.11) 
j= l  
thus the wealth process V c'~ is G-adapted. 
5. Optimal consumption, investment and wealth processes 
The two propositions in the previous ection allow us to transfer the known results 
for the case when full information is available to agents in the economy to our case 
with only partial information. In this and the next section we present results imilar to 
the ones in Karatzas et al. (1987), or Karatzas et al. (1991). The basic difference here is 
that instead of Z we have to use the G-measurable (, and apply Proposition 4.2. 
Proposition 5.1. For a consumption process c there exists an investment process 7r such 
that (c, ~z) ~ ~I (v) if and only if 
E[  f f  c(u)du] ~ v. (5.1) 
I f  the stronger condition 
holds then the above investment process ~ is unique up to equivalence, and satisfies the 
equation 
E[froC(U)dulG,]=v+ ~ f,: (zr*(u)~(u))jd~,j(u), (5.3) 
j= l  
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and the corresponding wealth process is given by 
VC'~(t) = ~[ffc(u)dulG,]. 
In particular, in this case 
VC'"(T) = 0 a.s. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Proof. Let us suppose first that (c, zt) ~ ~¢x(v). The process N is a P-local martingale 
with respect o both filtrations F and G where N is defined by 
N(t) = ~ fl (z~*(u)6(u))~dCvj(u). (5.6) 
j= l  
Equation (4.11) implies that N is bounded below by - v, thus by Fatou's lemma (N, F) 
is a P-supermartingale, h nce (5.1) follows. 
Next we suppose that c is a consumption process satisfying (5.1) and define the 
process M by 
M(t)= [ffc(u)dulO, 1. (5.7) 
After taking an appropriate modification (M, G) becomes a P-martingale with RCLL 
paths, and Proposition 4.2 guarantees the existence of an investment process n such 
that (4.7) holds. By (4.7), (5.7) and (4.11) 
VC'"(t) = v - E[ fTc(u)du] + ff~[ ftrc(u)dulG,] >~ O, (5.8) 
hence indeed (c, ~) e d l  (v). 
Suppose now that (5.2) is true. The investment process ~ created above satisfies (5.3) 
and (5.4) by the construction. We need to establish the uniqueness of re. Suppose that 
zt i are investment processes uch that (c,n~)E~l(v) for i=  1,2. Let N ~ be the 
P-supermartingale d fined in (5.6) with it substituted by rc ~ for i=  1, 2. Equations 
(4.11), (5.2) and the supermartingale property for N~ implies that/~ [Ni(T)] = 0 thus 
(N~,F) is a P-martingale and Vc'"'(T)=0 for i=  1,2. Now we conclude that 
N I(T) - N 2(T) = 0 thus the martingale N 1 - N 2 is zero, hence its quadratic vari- 
ation is also zero. Therefore 
f f  lL(~ (u) - ~ (u))* 6(u)II = 1 2 2 du 0 
and the equivalence of it ~ and n2 follows. [] 
Remark. Inequality (5.1) implies that if v = 0 then (c, rt)e all(0) implies c = 0, thus 
our optimization problem is trivial. Therefore, when dealing with problem 
(3.11)-(3.12), we lose no generality by assuming that v > 0. Indeed, this will be 
a standing assumption for the rest of this section. 
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Proposi t ion 5.2. The optimal consumption~investment pair for problem (3.11)-(3.12) is 
unique up to equivalence. 
Proof. Let us suppose that (ci,7[ ~) E ~¢1(v) is optimal for problem (3.11)-(3.12) for 
i = 1, 2. We consider the consumption and investment processes 
¢3 = 1(cl + C2), 7[3 = ½(711 q_ 712). (5.9) 
It is clear that (c 3, 7[3) is in the class ~¢x (v). The function U-(co, t, ") is convex for every 
(co, t)~ t2 x [0, T ]  thus c 3 satisfies (3.12) because c I and c 2 satisfy (3.12). The strict 
concavity of U(co, t,. ) now imply that c ~ and c 2 are equivalent. In order to complete 
the proof, by Proposit ion 5.2 we need to show only that c = c ~ = c 2 satisfies (5.2). 
Suppose the opposite, i.e., 
a=ff~ <v. c(u) du (5.1o) 
There are two cases now. If a = 0 then we consider the constant investment process 
c 4 = v/T which is positive by (5.10), and satisfies (5.2). Proposit ion 5.1 guarantees the 
existence an investment proces 7[4 such that (c a, 7[4) ~ ~¢1 (v). The consumption process 
c 4 satisfies (3.12) since c = 0 satisfies it and U-(co, t,.) is non-increasing. But this 
contradicts the optimality of (c~,7[~). If a>0 then we consider the consump- 
tion/investment pair 
c5 = _v c, n s =-v7[ 1 (5.11) 
a a 
Now (cS, nS)e  all(v), c 5 > c I and c 5 satisfies (3.12) which is a contradiction. []  
We introduce the ~ @ M([-0, T ] )  ® ~((0, oo))/~([0, oo)) measurable mapping 
I : f2 × [0, T ] × (0, oo) ~ [0, oo) by 
/(co, t, y) = inf c >_- 0; ~c U(~o, t, c) ~< y . 
By condition (ii) of Definition 3.4, for every t ~ [0, T ]  the mapping I ( ' ,  t, ") is G, ® 
~((0, oo))/~([0, ~) )  measurable. Furthermore, for every (co, t) e f2 × [0, T ]  the func- 
tion 1(co, t, ") is continuous on (0, oo), strictly decreasing on (0, OU(co, t, O)/~c), and if 
OU(co, t,O)/Oc < ~ then it is zero on [OU(co, t,O)fl3c, oo). We also have the relations 
lim /(co, t, y) = 0% l im/ (co ,  t, y) = 0. 
y~O+ y~cc 
We also define the function Y'I :(0, ~)  ~ (0, ~]  by 
Yf l(y)=E[fro ((t)l(co, t,y((t))dt]. (5.12) 
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Lemma 5.3. Suppose that ~.'I(Y) < oo for every y ~ (0, oo). Then there exists a unique 
number y ~ (0, oo) such that 
~1(37) = v. (5.13) 
Proof. One can see easily that X1 is strictly decreasing on an interval (0, xl ) for some 
xl ~ (0, oo]. If K1 < ~ then ,T1 is zero on Ix1, ~). The Monotone Convergence 
Theorem and the Dominated Convergence Theorem imply that 5fl inherits other 
properties of I(to, t," ) as well, i.e., it is continuous and 
lim ~I(Y) = 0, lim 5FI(y) = ~,  (5.14) 
y~oo y~O+ 
hence the statement of the lemma follows from our assumption that v > 0. [] 
The following inequality will play a major role in the proof of Theorem 5.4. By the 
concavity of U(to, t,-), for every to ~ f2, t ~ [0, T ], c ~ [0, ~)  and y e (0, oo) the follow- 
ing inequality holds: 
U(oo, t,I(to, t,y)) >1 U(to, t,c) + yl(to, t,y) --yc. (5.15) 
This inequality was used already in Karatzas et al. (1987) and in Karatzas et al. (1991) 
in the case of full information. 
Theorem 5.4. Suppose that ~1 (Y) < ~ for every y ~ (0, ~). Then there exists a unique 
optimal consumption~investment pair (6, ~) ~ d l  (v) for problem (3.11)-(3.12). The opti- 
mal consumption process is given by 
((t) = I(to, t, )7((0), (5.16) 
where y is the constant satisfying (5.13). The optimal investment process is uniquely 
determined by the equation 
t_r;: ~,u)du I -- + ¢~ f l  ff~[ [Gt v -- (~*(u)6(U))gd£vi(u), (5.17) 
j= l  
and the optimal wealth process is given by 
Ve'~(t)= ff~[ftr~(u)dulGtl. (5.18) 
Proof. Since I( ' ,  t,. ) is ~ ® ~((0, ~)) measurable and ( is adapted to G, the process 
is adapted to G. It satisfies (52) which implies (3.1) thus ~ is indeed a consumption 
process. Proposition 5.1 guarantees the existence of an investment process ;~ such that 
(6, g) e all(v), and (5.17), (5.18) follow from (5.3) and (5.4). Next we are going to show 
that 6 satisfies (3.12). Recall ~ from (3.7). Inequality (5.15) implies that 
U(to, t, t?(t)) >~ U(to, t, 6) - 37~(t)6 (5.19) 
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U-(m,t,((t)) <~ U-(to, t,?) + y((t)? (5.20) 
and (3.12) for ? follows from (3.7) and the identity 
[fo l E ts~(t)~dt = T3¥ < oo. (5.21) 
Finally we are going to show that (g, r~) is optimal for (3.11)-(3.12). Let (c, ~) e ~ j  (v) an 
arbitrary admissible consumption/investment pair satisfying (3.12). Inequality (5.15) 
implies that 
U(og, t, ?(t)) >>, U(to, t, c(t)) + y~(t)6(t) - y~(t)c(t) (5.22) 
and the optimality follows from (5.1) and from the fact that ~ satisfies (5.2). [] 
6. Maximization of expected utifity from terminal wealth 
In this section we suppose that the agent in our economy is investing only without 
any consumption, and wants to maximize the expected utility of his/her wealth at time 
T. If n is an investment process then the corresponding wealth process is 
V"(t) = v + ~ I'(Tr*(u)b(u))jd~j(u)' (6.1) 
j= l  Jo 
which one can derive from (4.11) by taking c - O. 
Definition 6.1. An investment process is called admissible (for the maximization of 
expected utility of terminal wealth with initial capital v/> 0) if the corresponding 
wealth process given by (6.1) is non-negative. We denote the class of admissible 
investment processes by ~¢2 (v). 
The maximization of expected utility from terminal or wealth problem is the 
following: 
Maximize E[U(og, T, V*(T))] 
subject o the additional constraint 
E[U-(co, T, V~(T))] < oo. 
over rc~ ~¢2(v) (6.2) 
(6.3) 
A random variable/~ will be called an optimal terminal wealth if there exists an 
investment process ~ e ~¢2(v) optimal for problem (6.2)-(6.3) such that V ~ =/~. 
The steps of solving this problem are quite similar to steps of the previous ection so 
we shall suppress ome details of some proofs in this section. 
Proposition 6.2. For every ~ ~ ~2 (v) 
/~[V~(T)] ~< v. (6.4) 
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Proof. The 15 local martingale N (with respect o both filtrations F and G) of (5.6) is 
bounded below thus it is a supermartingale, and (6.4) follows from (6.1). [] 
Remark. This inequality implies that if v = 0 then the terminal wealth corresponding 
to any admissible investment process is zero, thus problem (6.2)-(6.3) is trivial in this 
case. Since both optimization problems of this paper are trivial in the case of v = 0, we 
can assume without loss of generality that v is positive. This will be a standing 
assumption for the rest of the paper. 
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that R is a non-negative, Gr-measurable random variable such 
that 
/~[R] = v. (6.5) 
Then there exists a unique (up to equivalence) investment process n e ,-d2(v) such that 
V"(T) = R (6.6) 
and the corresponding wealth process is 
V ~(t) = E[R I G,]. (6.7) 
Proof (sketch). The existence follows from Proposition 4.2 applied to the (P, G)- 
martingale M(t) =/~[RI Gt]. The investment process n created this way satisfies (6.7). 
Uniqueness can be shown similar to the uniqueness part of the proof of Proposition 
5.1 and we skip the details. [] 
Proposition 6.4. The optimal investment process for problem (6.2)-(6.3) is unique up to 
equivalence. 
Proof. Let nied2(v)  optimal for problem (6.2)-(6.3) for i=  1,2. Then 
n 3 = ½(n 1 + n 2) is also in ~¢2(v), and satisfies 
V'~3(T) = ½(V~'(T) + V'~(T)). (6.8) 
By the convexity of U-(co, t,' ), the investment process n3 satisfies (6.3) since n 1 and n 2 
satisfy it. Strict concavity of U(co, t, ") implies that 
V~'(T) = V'~(T) a.s. (6.9) 
By Proposition 6.3 all we have to show is that /~[v~'(T)] = v. This can be done 
similar to the last part of the proof of Proposition 5.2 and we suppress the details. [] 
We introduce the function ~2 : (0, oo) F-, (0, oo] 
•2(Y) = E[((T)I(to, T,y((T)).  (6.10) 
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Lemma 6.5. I f  •2(Y)< go for every y e (0, oo) then there exists a unique constant 
e (0, oo) such that 
f2(33) = v. (6.11) 
Proof. Just like in the proof of Lemma 5.3 one can see that there exists a constant 
x2 e (0, ~]  such that :Y2 is strictly decreasing on (0, Xz), and vanishes on 0c2, ~)  if 
x2 < ~.  Furthermore, 5f is continuous on its domain and 
lim 5f2(y) = ~,  lim 5f2(y) = 0, 
y~O y~oo 
and the statement of the lemma follows from our assumption that v > 0. [] 
Theorem 6.6. Suppose that Y'2(Y) < go for every y e (0, oo). Then the unique optimal 
terminal wealth is given by 
= I(o),T,~((T)), (6.12) 
where ~ is the constant from (6.11). The unique optimal investment process ~ and the 
corresponding wealth process V ~ satisfy the equation 
Gt] = V~(t) = v + ~ I t (~*(u)6(u))jd~i(u). (6.13) gE~l  
j= l  dO 
Proof. Let .~ be defined by (6,12), We have the identity 
~[~]  -- ~2( ; )  -- -- v (6.14) 
thus Proposition 6.3 and the Gr-measurability of/~ guarantees the existence of an 
investment process ~ e zC2(v) such that 
VR(T) =/~ (6.15) 
and (6.13) holds. Similar to (5.20) one can show that 
U-(o~, T,/~) ~< U-(~o, T,E) + ~((T)E (6.16) 
where E is the constant from (3.8), and (6.16) implies that ~ satisfies (6.3). 
Let ~ e ~/z(V) an arbitrary admissible investment process atisfying (6.3). Inequality 
(5.15) implies that 
U(oo, t,R) >>. U(~o,t, V"(T)) + ~(T)R  - ~(T)V~(T),  (6.17) 
and the optimilarity of ~ follows from (6.14) and (6.4). [] 
7. A Bayesian problem; explicit computation of ( 
In this section we shall suppose that the stock price process X is the unique solution 
of the system of stochastic differential equations 
x,(t)=x,+ p,X,(u)du + fi  ,jX,(u)dwj(u), (7.1) 
j= l  
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where /~ = (#1, .-. ,Pa)* is a d-dimensional, Fo-measurable random variable with 
a known distribution P,, and a = (aij)i,j = 1 ..... a is a fixed d × d matrix with rank d. This 
is a special case of example 2.5 and it can be regarded as a Bayesian problem. Our 
objective in this section is to give an explicit representation for ~ which plays an 
important role in formula (5.16) for the optimal consumption process and in (6.12) for 
the optimal terminal wealth. 
Under the above conditions ~ and Z are given by 
~(t) = w(t) + a-  l l~t (7.2) 
Z(t) = exp { - (o- 1 It)* w(t) - ½ H a-  11~ II2 t}. (7.3) 
In order to give an explicit formula for ~(t) = E[Z(t)] G,] we need the conditional 
distribution of/~ given Gt under the probability measure P (the posterior distribution). 
We introduce the mapping H: [0, T ] x R d x Ea ~ (0, ~)  
H(t,x,b) = exp{(a- lb )*x  - ½]la-lbll2t}. (7.4) 
We will show in the Appendix (Lemma A.1) that 
Pu{BI Gt) ~= ~B H(t, ~v(t), b)Pu(db) 
[,R, H(t, #(t),b)Pu(db)' B e 2~(~a), (7.5) 
determines a regular conditional distribution for tt given G~ under P. This implies that 
~R" H (t, ~(t), b )b, P.(db ) 
E [#, IGt ]= , i=  1 . . . . .  d, (7.6) 
In" n ( t, ~(t), b)Pu(db) 
whenever El#il < oo for every i = 1 .... ,d. 
Proposition 7.1. The process ~ is given by the following explicit representation: 
~(t) = H(t, #(t). db , 
d 
where ~ is given by 
j=  1 . . . .  ,d. 
i=1  
(7.7) 
Proof. We write Z(t) in the form 
Z(t) = (n(t, ~(t), #))- '. (7.8) 
It is easy to see that for Q, B ~ ~(R a) 
P(Yv(t) E Q,# E B[ G,) = I{~t)~Q}[~(B] Gt), (7.9) 
which determines a regular conditional distribution for (uS(t),/2) given G,, by extending 
the right-hand side of(7.9) from the class of measurable r ctangles of 2~(R d x R d) to the 
entire 2~(R a x Nd). The conditional expectation of Z(t) given Gt can be computed by 
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integrating (H(t," ," ))- 1 with respect o the conditional distribution for (~(t), #) given 
Gr. This gives exactly the right-hand side of (7.7), using (7.9) and (7.5). 
Remark. In order to avoid further unnecessary notations we agree that in the rest of 
the paper the notation E[/~I Gt] stands for the measurable version of this conditional 
expectation represented by the right-hand side of (7.6). Therefore, E[#IGt]  is 
a measurable, G-adapted, d-dimensional process, provided that E I#A < ~ for every 
i<~d. 
The next proposition gives two additional representations for (, and a characteriza- 
tion of (-1 as a unique solution of a linear stochastic differential equation. 
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that for every constant K1 > 0 
E[ll#ll2exp{Kl II~l/}] < ~.  (7.10) 
Then we have the following representation: 
~- l ( t )= 1 + ~ f l  fa H(t'~(u)'b)(a-lb)J'u(db)dwj(u)" (7.11) 
j= l  d 
Furthermore, (-1 satisfies the following linear stochastic differential equation 
= 1 + ~ I '(- l(u)(e-lE[plG"])jdwj (u) (7.12) Ul(t)  
j= l  30 
and, in addition to (7.11), ( also has the following representation: 
{ f :  ~-1 l f l }  ((t) = exp - j=~ (a-lE[t~lG,])idffj(u)+~ i l a - lEE#la , ] l l2du .  (7.13) 
Proof. (7.12) is an immediate consequence of (7.11) using (7.6) and (7.7). Representa- 
tion (7.13) follows from (7.12), thus we have to show (7.11) only. We introduce the 
mapping J : [0, T ] x ~a ~ 
J(t, x) = E[n(t, x,/~)]. (7.14) 
J(t, x) is indeed finite because 
E[a(t,X,l~)] <<. E[exp{(a-x#)*x}] 
~ exp{lla-ll l  Ilxll} + El-II~ll~exp{rl~-lll I1~11 Ilxll}] < ~.  (7.15) 
By Lemma A.2 of the Appendix J is in C 1, 2 (meaning that the partial derivatives OJ/Ot 
and (~zJ/OxiOxj; 1 <<. i, j <~ d) exist and are continuous on (0, T )x  R d, and J is 
continuous on [0, T ] × ~a), and the expectation and differentiation are exchangeable, 
i.e., 
J(t,x) EF tH( t ,x ,#) ] ,  i= l .... ,d, (7.16) 
c3xl L~x, J 
Ox, Ox--J(t,x) = E II(t,x,#) , i,j = 1 .... ,d (7.17) 
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and 
J(t,x)=E ~H(t,x,#), te [0 ,  r ] .  
By (7.7) we can write ( -1(0 in the following form: 
~- l(t) = J(t, ~(t)). 
One can apply Ito's rule to (7.19), use (7.17), (7.18) and the identity 
_c3 H 1 d 02 
c~t +2 i~ l~x i  2H=0,  
and (7.11) follows. Now our proof is complete. [] 
(7.18) 
(7.19) 
(7.20) 
We have the explicit formula (7.7) for ((t) so we can substitute it to (5.16) and (6.12) 
and arrive at the following formulae for the optimal consumption process and the 
optimal terminal wealth under the assumption that ~ri(y)< ~ for i=  1,2 and 
y ~ (0, ~): 
~(t) I(og, t,y(fR H(t,~,(t),b)P~(db)) -~) = (7.21) 
and 
/~ = I(a~,T, ~(faH(T,&(T),b)l~u(db))-~), (7.22) 
where )7 and )3 are the constants from (5.13) and (6.14). 
We note that condition (7.10) is satisfied if, for example, # follows a d-dimensional 
normal distribution. 
Remark 7.3. It appears from (7.12) and (7.13) that ( depends on p only through the 
conditional expectation E[/~I G,]. Therefore, we can formally derive (7.11) and (7.12) 
in the following way: write down the corresponding equations for deterministic #, and 
then substitute/~ by the conditional expectation of/1 given G,. 
8. The logarithmic utility function 
In this section we shall still assume that X is the (unique) solution of the system (7.1) 
where/~ is a d-dimensional, Fo-measurable random variable with distribution/~, and 
o is a fixed, d x d matrix with full rank. Additionally, we assume (7.10) and that the 
utility function is given by 
U(co, t,c) = logc, (8.1) 
in which case 
I(t, co, y) = 1/y. (8.2) 
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Under these conditions we shall give explicit representations for the optimal invest- 
ment processes r~ and for ~ and the corresponding wealth processes V e,~ and V ~. It is 
easy to see that ~rl (y) < ~ and X2(y) < ~ for every y e (0, @). First we shall consider 
the optimization problem (3.11)-(3.12). By (7.20) the optimal consumption process is 
v vfR 6(t) =-~-'(t) = ~ , H(t,r}(t),b)[Pu(db). (8.3) 
Proposition 8.1. Theoptimalinvestmentprocessfortheproblem(3.11)-(3.12)isgivenby 
~i(t) = T (T  - t)XT'(t) ~, ((aa*)-'),j H(oo,~(t),b)bjP~(db), 
j= l  d 
(8.4) 
and the corresponding wealth process is 
Ve,~(t) = T(T  - t)~-'(t) = T (T  - t ) faH( t ,  ff~(t),b)~P~(db). (8.5) 
Furthermore, the optimal consumption and investment processes can be written in the 
following form: 
1 
6(0 = T - t V C'~(t) (8.6) 
d 
r~,(t) = Ve'~(t)XT '(t) ~, ((aa*)- 1)ijE[t~jl G,]. (8.7) 
j= l  
Proof. By (8.3) and (5.17) we have the identity 
v +j~=l ; i  (,:~l ff,(u)a,JX,(u))dfvj(u)=Tff~I fTo ~-l(u)dulG,l  • (8.8) 
The process (-1 is a martingale with respect to the filtration G and probability 
measure P hence the right-hand side of (8.8) can be written as 
-~ ~-l(u)du + (T -  t)~-l(t) = v + T (T -  u)d~-l(u), (8.9) 
where the last identity follows from Ito's rule applied to the process (T - t)(-1(0. 
Using (7.12) one can write the right-hand side of (8.9) in the form 
v+~ ~=l (T--u)~-l(u)(°-lE[lalGu])jdwj(u) • (8.10) 
The left-hand side of (8.8) and (8.10) are equal, therefore 
d 
V 1 ffi(u)aijXi(u) = ( r  - u)-~(- (u)(a-lEl-/ll G,])j, j = 1 ..... d. (8.11) 
i=1  
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We can write this in the form 
* v(u)#(u) = (T - u) T ~- l(u)o"- 1E [Pl Gu], (8.12) o" 
where the d x d matrix v(u) = v(e), u) is defined as vii(u) = Xi(u) for i = 1,..., d and 
vlj(u) = 0 for i,j = 1 .... ,d, i 4 j .  Substituting (7.6) in (8.12) yields (8.4). Identity (8.5) 
follows from (5.18) and (8.3). Eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) follow from (8.5), (8.3) and (8.12). 
Next we are going to give an explicit formula for the optimal investment process 
and the corresponding wealth process for problem (6.2)-(6.3). The optimal terminal 
wealth of (6.12) has the simple form 
= v~- ' (T ) ,  (8.13) 
and (6.13) implies that the wealth process corresponding to the optimal investment 
process has the form 
V~(t) = v( -  1(0. (8.14) 
We still have to compute the optimal investment process. [] 
Proposition 8.2. The optimal investment process for problem (6.2)-(6.3) is 
~i(t) = vxF l ( t )  Z ((o"o"*)-l)ij H(t,~(t),b)bj~P~(db), (8.15) 
j= l  a 
which can be written in the form 
d 
gi (t) = V ~ (t) XZ  1 (t) Z ((Go" * ) -1 )ij E [ #j [ a t ].  (8.16) 
j= l  
Proof. (6.13), (8.14) and (7.12) imply (8.16). Identity (8.15) follows from (8.16) and (7.6). 
We can make a similar remark to 7.3. In (8.7) and (8.16)/~ enters only through its 
conditional expectation given Gt. Therefore, one can formally derive (8.7) and (8.16) by 
writing down the corresponding formulae with deterministic/~, i.e., when/~ is degener- 
ate, and then substitute p by its conditional expectation given Gt. [] 
Finally, we shall compute ~, r~, z~, and the corresponding wealth processes for the 
even more special case when d = 1 and p follows a one-dimensional normal distribu- 
tion with meanfand variance 12 > 0. This is exactly the model studied by Browne and 
Whitt (1994). Condition (7.10) holds in this case and from (7.7) one can derive the 
formula (dropping the indices since d = 1) 
f2  (12~(t) +fo.)2~ 
_ Io.I exp -2-~ + (8.17) 
~-'(t )  x / /~  + o.2 212(12tT-~) j. 
The optimal wealth process for problem (3.11)-(3.12), V e''~ is determined by (8.17) 
and (8.5), and the optimal consumption process is given by (8.3) or (8.6). The posterior 
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expectation of # is 
tr/2ff(t) +ftr  2 
E[p[ G,] - 12 t + tr 2 (8.18) 
One can substitute this into (8.7) and (8.16), and derive 
~(t) = X-l(t)Ve'~(t) /2f(t)  +fir 
¢r(12t + 32), (8.19) 
/Eft(t) +fir (8.20) ~(t) x- l ( t )V~(t)~(12 t + ~2), 
where V ~ is determined by (8.14) and (8.17). 
9. Power utility function 
Next we shall give another example when our assumptions for Theorems 5.4 and 
6.6 hold, i.e., X~(y) < oo for i = 1, 2 and y z (0, oo). In particular, in this section we shall 
suppose that X satisfies (7.1) with the same assumptions on/~ and a, and the utility 
function is given by 
U(og, t, c) = 7(09, t)c" (9.1) 
(as in (3.10)) with some fixed t/e (0, 1), where the discount process y is G-adapted and 
for some constant K 2 > 0 
0 < y(og, t) < K2, (co, t) e t2 x [0, T].  (9.2) 
Furthermore, in this section we suppose that p is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant 
K3 > 0 such that 
(9.3) II ~ II 2 ~ Ka a.s. 
If the utility function is given by (9.1) then 
Proposition 9.1. Under the above assumptions for every y e (0, oo) 
~I(Y) < oo and ~2(Y) <oo. 
Proof. Using (7.7) and Jensen's inequality, with 
K4 = (~_~)  '/O-") 
(9.4) 
(9.5) 
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we can see the following: 
"x 1/(1 -")7 
3f,(,) ~< K4 fr o E[('/"-~)(t,]dt =K# fr o ff~I(fRH(t,~(t),b)[au(db)) Jdt  
<-K'fro E[fa. exP{1 1--~_~}( a-'b)'#(t, 2(ll_t/,  
= K4 fro fu exP{2(l ~- rl)21[a-lbl12t} [au(db) dt 
fro {~ ll~-'ll2K3t}dt<oo. ~< K4 exp 2(1 - r/) 2 
Going from the second to the third line we used the identity 
[ { 1 ,o 1 }1 /~ exp 1 - t/ 2(1  - r/) 2 Ila-lbll2t = 1. 
One can similarly show that 
f X2(y) ~< K4exp 2(1 - t/) 2 
--I la-lbll2t}~.(db)ldt 
According to Theorems 5.4 and 6.6 the optimal consumption process for problem 
(3.11)-(3.12) and the optimal terminal wealth for problem (6.2)-(6.3) is 
6(0 = K5 \~) ] 
and 
where Ks and K6 are constants elected to satisfy - r E[~ o 6(t)dt] = v and/~[/~] = v. 
Appendix 
Lemma A.I. Formula (7.5) determines a regular conditional distribution for # given Gt 
under P. 
Proof. First we are going to compute the conditional distribution of (~(tl) . . . . .  ff(tn)) 
given Gt (under P) for 0 = to ~< tl < t2 < " "  < tn = t .  Let C e ~(Ra×~). With the 
notations 
KT= 2n) (ti-ti-1) and Xo=0eR a, (A.1) 
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using (7.2) and the independence of # and w under P, we can compute 
P((#(t,) . . . .  #(t~) )  • C l~) 
fc{  1 = K7 exp - 2(4 -- ti- 1) 
i=1 
xd(xl  x ... xx,)  
fc{ 2(t/ t/-x) = K 7 exp --i=1 - 
Ilxi - xi-x - a-~(ti - ti-~)ll 2} 
I l x i  - X~-x [12}H(t,X,,l~)d(xl x ... x x,). (A.2) 
To show that (7.5) indeed determines a conditional distribution for # given Gt we 
need to prove that for every L • Gt and B • ~(R  a) 
V IB H(t,~(t),b)P~(db) -] 
However, by Proposit ion 4.1, it suffices to show (A.3) for events L of the form 
L = {(~(tl)  . . . . .  ~(tn)) • C}, (A.4) 
where tl . . . . .  tn and C are the same as above. Putting (A.4) and (A.2) together we get 
P({ll• B}c~L) 
;c { ~ 1  }fB = Kvexp -i=l 2(4-  h-l)Ilx~ - x i -1  II 2 H(t,x~,b)[9~(db) 
xd(xl  x ... xx,)  
2(4 - h - l )  H(t,x.,b)~P.(db) = K7 exp -~= 1 
IB H(t, x.,  b).P.(db) 
x - - - - - - d ( x  ix  ... XXn) 
~.R" H(t, x., b)P.(db) 
[ -IBH(t'~(t)'b)[~"(db) ] 
= E _ Sa' H(t, ¢v(t), b)P,(db) l{(~(t,) ..... ~(to))~ c} , 
so (A.3) is indeed true. In order to show that (7.5) gives a regular version of the 
conditional probabilities, it suffices to prove that the denominator  is finite for every 
co • •. This can be seen from the following computation: 
H(t'w(t)'b):exp{-2( ° - lb  - l~: t) 2 ][w(t)'[2"~'t 2 ,]J ~< exp ~[[w(t)['( 2t )2}, (A.5) 
which completes the proof  of the lemma. []  
Lemma A.2. Let H : [0, T ] x g~a x R d ~ • and J : [0, T ] × R d ~ R be defined as in 
(7.4) and (7.14), and suppose that (7.10) holds for every K1 e (0, oo). Then the function J is 
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continuous on [0, T] x R d, the partial derivatives OJ/t?t, and (O2 j/Ox~t3x~, 1 <~ i, j <~ d) 
exist and are continuous on (0, T) x R a and (7.16), (7.17) and (7.18) hold. 
Proof. First we are going to show (7.16). Let (t, x) e (0, T ) x R a be arbitrary and e~ be 
the ith basic unit vector of •n. The Intermediate Value Theorem guarantees that for 
every h e R, 0 < Ihl < 1 there exists a vector O(tg, h)~ R d between x and x + hei (the 
comparison of vectors is understood componentwise) such that 
~(H(t,x + he,,p) - H(t,x,g)) = ~ H(t,O(eJ, h),p). 
The mapping 0: Q x (( -1,  1) \{0})~ Na may not be measurable, but this does not 
bother us. However, the expression on the right-hand side of the above equation is 
measurable as a function of(m, h) because the left-hand side is measurable, and we also 
have 
~(J(t,x + hei) - J(t,x)) = E I-I(t,O(co, h),#) . (A.6) 
We would like to apply the Dominated Convergence Theorem, so we bound the 
quantity after the expectation sign on the right-hand side of(A.6) in the following way: 
~-~ H(t, O(e), h), tt) = I(a p)ilg(t, O(o), h), p) I 1 
Icr-1/~)~lexp{ liar-1 II(llxll + 1)11~11} 
~< II~r-~ll IIt~llexp{ll~r-lll(tlxll + 1)llt~ll} 
~< tl~-all IIt~ll2exp{ IIG-~ II(llxll + 1)llt~ll} 
+ II~r-lllexp{lla-lll(llxll + 1)} 
which has a finite expectation (under E) by (7.10). Formula (7.16) follows from (A.6) 
and the Dominated Convergence Theorem by taking limits as h ~ 0. 
To show (7.17) we proceed similarly. (7.16) and the Intermediate Value Theorem 
implies that for 0 < Ihl < I and 1 ~< i,j <~ d there exists a vector 0(o), h) between x and 
x + he r such that 
t? 2 
~(~-~J(t,x+ hej)-~---~J(t,x))= E[~H(t ,O(o) ,h ) ,~) ] .  (A.7) 
We need a bound for the expression after the expectation sign in the right-hand side of 
(A.7) 
8~ H(t, 0(09, h), p) <~ [(a- 1 #)i(a- 1P)s[ exp { II a -  ~ II(ll x tl + 1)II p II } 
~< II(a-'ll211t~tl2exp{ll~r-lll(llx[I + 1)11#11} (A.8) 
which has finite expectation by (7.10). Formula (7.17) follows from the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem and (A.7) by taking limits as h --* 0. 
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Next we are going to show (7.18). By the Intermediate Value Theorem for every 
h e ( -  1, 1), h ~ 0 there exists a number 0(to, h) between t and t + h such that 
l  A9, 
One can see easily that 
H(O(h),x,#) <<. ~ IIo -x ll2ll#ll2exp{ IIo -x II Ilxll I1~11} (A.10) 
which has finite expectation, so the Dominated Convergence Theorem and (A.9) yield 
(7.17). 
The continuity of the partial derivatives OJ/at, and (02j/Oxi Oxj, 1 <~ i, j <~ d) on 
(0, T) x R a follow from the continuity of the corresponding partial derivatives of H, 
(A.8), (A.10), and the Dominated Convergence Theorem. Finally, the continuity of 
J on [0, T]  x R d follows from (7.15) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem. [] 
Lemma A.3. The process ~ is adapted to the filtration G. 
Proof. Let C be an arbitrary, d x d-dimensional Borel set. We need to show that 
{to ~ f2: D(t,X(to)) ~ C} ~ G,, t ~ [0, T]  (A.11) 
(recall that 6(t, to)= D(t,X(to))). Since D(t, ')  is Bt-measurable (please recall the 
definition of Bt from the paragraph preceding Assumption 2.1), the event on the 
left-hand side of (A. 11) can be written as X-1(8) for some ,9 e Bt, where X-  x(8) = 
{to e f2: X(to) ~ 8}. Thus it suffices to show that 
{X-'(8); 8~ B,} = G,. (A.12) 
First we are going to show that (A.12) holds with the equality sign replaced by the 
inclusion ~.  The tr-field Gt is generated by events of the form 
L = {to ~ f2: X(ul)  ~ C1 . . . . .  X(u,)  e C,}, (A.13) 
where n runs through the set of natural numbers, 0 ~< ul < u2 < ... < u. <~ t, and 
Ci is a d-dimensional Borel set for every i -- 1, 2 .. . . .  n. However, L is included in the 
event on the left-hand side of (A.12) since 
L = X-'(~b), (A.14) 
where ~b ~ Bt is the cylinder set 
q~ = {fe  Ca[0, T]: f(ux) ~ C1, ... , f (u,)  E C,}. (A.15) 
Next we show that (A.12) also holds with the equality sign replaced by the inclusion 
c_c_. We define the a-field 
ozct~t = {¢p ___ Ca[0, T]: X-l((p)E Gt}. (A.16) 
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Since 
{X-  l(~p): ~p ~ ~t} c_ G,, (A.17) 
it suffices to show that Bt ~- ~.  But this is clear since Bt is generated by sets of the 
form ~b of (A.15), and all these sets are in X, by (A.14) and (A.16). []  
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